
24 October
Poets on Wheels. Touring workshop

program with contemporary poets presented
by the Central West Writers' Centre. 7pm,
BATHURST City Library. Tel 02 6393 8125

25 October
Skywatch Community Concert in

COONABARABRAN featuring Wayne
Kermond, star of Singing in the Rain.
Website www.festivalofthestars.com  Tel
6842 2660

27 October
Wicked Sisters by Alma de Groen,

presented by the Griffin Theatre company, 
at the BROKEN  HILL Entertainment Centre. 
Tel 1300 667 469.

7 November - 13 December
BATHURST Regional Art Gallery

presents Peter Adams: a few of the legends.
Peter Adams photographs photographers and
records their histories. Tel 02 6331 6066

October

ArtReach
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THE FESTIVAL STARTED ITS JOURNEY BACK IN MARCH WITH THE
appointment of Paul McIver as part time Festival Co-ordinator. 
His first task was to present screenings of a selection of works 
from Tropfest 2003 in all of the region’s secondary schools as 
a way of launching a script competition. Other approaches were 
also made to youth services, Koori communities and TAFE colleges
to promote the project and encourage participation.

Entries were invited from any young person or team thereof,

ideally with a storyboard. The guidelines called for works of 

less than 5 minutes which included the Festival signature item —

a  compass / South East. A diversity of submissions appeared

ranging from the weird to the wonderful and the whimsical. 

A panel selected seven projects involving 15 young people who

participated in an intensive weekend training course run by Metro

Screen covering production, lighting and final cut pro3 editing. 

In one weekend in July, the filmmakers-to-be crammed in

information and hands-on experience, resulting in the 

production of three short works as a training exercise.

With the training under their belt, each of the seven project 

teams have been designated a mentor with industry experience

and a modest production budget.  As I write, all over the region

short films are being planned, performed, shot, edited and

produced in readiness for the regional screenings.

In addition to the seven projects receiving direct assistance, the

Festival has an open category for any other wild card entries or 

for existing work already out there.  While sometimes it feels like

everyone knows everyone else in regional areas, there are always

surprises as to just who’s around and what their background may

be. Already, we’ve heard from a range of people (not all quite 

so young) who have made films and are interested in the chance

of local screenings — not that we can guarantee everything

submitted will be screened in full. 

So, in the final week of September, screenings will be held in

Jindabyne, Moruya and Bega with the possibility of extra dates for

Bombala and Batemans Bay.  A judging panel will crit the works in

competition and awards will be presented at the final screening. 

It may seem that everywhere you turn at the moment there’s

another short film festival, and the South East is no exception, 

but there are good reasons for this. Digital recording is an ideal

medium for young people in terms of popularity and accessibility, 

it draws on a whole range of artform practice (design, writing,

performance, direction, production, sound) it overcomes the

tyranny of distance and is easy to tour and most importantly,

they’ve asked for it. Which is why we’re already committed to 

a South East Film Festival for 2004, and the only way we can do

that is because of our two year funding from the Regional Arts

Fund. In development terms, to have the confirmed resources 

to plan and improve a project over two years is an

absolute boon. What’s more it’s also assisted in

drawing a further commitment from NSW FTO for

2004 as well. So be on the lookout, the Shopping

Trolley That Ate Bega may be heading your way. 
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The Shopping Trolley That
Ate Bega and The Great

Lamington Heist of
Bombala may be just two of
the short films screened at

the inaugural South East
Film Festival this month.

With thanks to the Commonwealth

Regional Arts Fund, the NSW Film & TV

Office and ArtStart 2003, the South

East Film Festival is a strategic regional

initiative to provide the first ever

opportunity for aspiring young film

makers to train, produce and screen

their work in the South East region. 

by JEN HUNT

CONTACT Jen Hunt Tel 02 6499 2286 Email filmfest@sear.org.au.

and other greats at the South East Film Festival
The Shopping Trolley the ate Bega


